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E.1

Introduction

This appendix introduces the acoustic metrics that are the relevant elements comprising the
Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) noise metric, which collectively provide a basis for
evaluating and understanding a broad range of noise settings.
Analysis of potential effects to the noise setting from aviation activities is conducted as
directed in FAA Order 1050.1E, Appendix A, Section 14. Specifically, the FAA uses DNL to
measure cumulative noise exposure from aviation activities that occur over the course of an
Average Annual Day (AAD), during a given year of interest. The DNL metric is built upon
other fundamental concepts and metrics, which all help to analyze airport and airspace
noise environments. The following sections provide essential reference material related to
these technical concepts and metrics, including an introduction to fundamental acoustics
and noise terminology (Section E.1.1), the effects of noise on human activity (Section
E.1.2), community annoyance (Section E.1.3), and a discussion of currently accepted
noise/land use compatibility guidelines (Section E.1.4).

E.2

Introduction to Acoustics and Noise Terminology

Noise is a complex physical quantity. Comprehension of noise exposure and the DNL
metric used in environmental studies requires comprehension of the basic elements that are
used to quantitatively analyze sound or noise. This chapter introduces the following
acoustic metrics, all related to DNL:
 Decibel (dB)
 A-Weighted Decibel
 Maximum Sound Level (Lmax)
 Sound Exposure Level (SEL)
 Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)
 Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL)

E.3

The Decibel (dB)

All sounds come from a sound source (e.g., a musical instrument, a voice speaking, or an
airplane that passes overhead). It takes energy to produce sound. The sound energy
produced by any sound source is transmitted through the air in sound waves – tiny, quick
oscillations of pressure just above and just below atmospheric pressure. These oscillations,
or sound pressures, impinge on the ear, creating the sound we hear.
Our ears are sensitive to a wide range of sound pressures but our ears are incapable of
detecting small differences among these pressures. Therefore, the concept of sound
pressure level (SPL) is employed to better match how humans hear this sound energy,
compressing the total range of sound pressures to a more meaningful range. SPL is a
measurement of the sound pressure from a given noise source, compared to a standard
reference value (typically the quietest sound that a young person with good hearing can
detect).
SPL is measured and expressed in terms of decibels (dB). SPL is a logarithm of the
squared ratio of two pressures, the numerator being the pressure of the sound source of
interest, and the denominator being the reference pressure (i.e., the quietest sound we can
hear). After logarithmic conversion of sound pressure to SPL, the quietest sounds we can
hear (i.e., reference pressure) have SPLs of approximately zero (0) decibels, while the
E-1
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loudest sounds we hear without pain have SPLs of about 120 dB. Most sounds in our daily
environment have SPLs from 30 to 100 dB.
Decibels are logarithmic quantities and do not compound like common numerical values.
For example, if two sound sources each produce 100 dB and are operating concurrently,
they would produce only 103 dB, not 200 dB as we might expect. Four equal sources at
100 dB operating simultaneously would result in a total sound pressure level of 106 dB. In
fact, as the number of equal sources doubles, SPL rises only three (3) decibels.
If one source is much louder than another is, the two sources together will produce the
same SPL (and sound to our ears) as if the louder source were operating alone. For
example, a 100 dB source plus an 80 dB source produces 100 dB when operating together.
The louder source “masks” the quieter one, but if the quieter source gets louder, it will have
an increasing effect on the total SPL.
People hear SPL changes according to the following rules of thumb: 1) generally, a change
of 1 dB or less in a given SPL is not readily perceptible, except in a laboratory setting; 2) a
5-dB change in a sound level is considered to be generally noticeable in a community
setting; and 3) it takes approximately a 10-dB increase or decrease to be heard as a
doubling or halving of a sound’s loudness, respectively.

E.4

A-Weighted Decibel

Frequency (i.e., pitch), another important characteristic of sound, is the rate of repetition of
the sound pressure oscillations as they reach our ears, expressed in units known as Hertz
(Hz). The human ear does not respond equally to identical noise levels at different
frequencies. The normal frequency range of hearing for most people extends from a low of
approximately 20 Hz to a high of 10,000 to 20,000 Hz. However, people are most sensitive
to sounds in the voice range, between approximately 500 Hz to 2,000 Hz. Therefore, to
correlate the amplitude of a sound with its level as perceived by people, the sound energy
spectrum is adjusted, or “weighted.”
The weighting system most commonly used to correlate with human response to
environmental noise is “A-weighting” (i.e., the “A-filter”) and the resultant noise level is
called the A-weighted sound level. A-weighting significantly de-emphasizes those parts of
the frequency spectrum from a noise source that occurs both at lower frequencies (below
500 Hz) and at very high frequencies (above 10,000 Hz) that people do not hear well. The
filter has very little effect, or is nearly “flat,” in the middle range of frequencies, between 500
and 10,000 Hz. In addition to representing human hearing sensitivity, A-weighted sound
levels have been found to correlate better than other weighting networks with human
perception of “noisiness.” Due to its correlation with human hearing, the A-weighted level
has been adopted as the basic measure of environmental noise by the EPA, and by nearly
every other Federal and state agency concerned with community noise.

E.5

Maximum A-Weighted Noise Level (Lmax)

A-weighted sound levels vary with time. For example, as an aircraft approaches, the sound
level increases, then falls and blends into the background as the aircraft recedes into the
distance (though even the background varies as birds chirp or the wind blows or a vehicle
passes by). This variation in sound level over time often makes it convenient to describe a
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particula
ar noise "ev
vent" by its maximum sound
s
levell, abbreviated as Lmaxx. Figure E
E.1-1
illustrate
es this conce
ept showing
g an Lmax of
o approxima
ately 85 dB..
Figure E.1-1

Source:
Prepared By:

Variations in the A-Weighted Soun
nd Level Over Time

HMMH
H, 2013.
HMMH
H, 2013

The max
ximum level describes only one dimension off an event b
but providess no inform
mation
about cu
umulative no
oise exposu
ure. In factt, two eventts with iden
ntical maxim
ma may pro
oduce
very diffferent total exposures. One may
y be of veryy short durration, while
e the other may
nt for
continue
e for an exte
ended period and be pe
erceived ass much more
e annoying.. To accoun
this defic
ciency, the Sound
S
Expo
osure Level metric is ussed.

E.6

Soun
nd Expos
sure Leve
el (SEL)

Sound Exposure
E
Le
evel (SEL), the most frrequently ussed measurre of noise exposure fo
or an
individua
al aircraft no
oise event, measures the
t total no
oise energy produced d
during an e
event,
from the
e time when
n the A-we
eighted soun
nd level firsst exceeds a threshold (normallyy just
above th
he backgrou
und or ambient noise) to the time tthat it again
n drops belo
ow the thresshold.
To allow
w compariso
on of noise events witth very diffe
erent duratiions, SEL ““normalizess” the
duration in every ca
ase to one second.
s
SE
EL is expresssed as the steady noisse level with
h just
a one-se
econd dura
ation, which includes the same a
amount of n
noise energ
gy as the a
actual
longer duration, time-varying noise. In oth
her words, S
SEL “squee
ezes” the en
ntire noise e
event
into one
e second. Figure E.1-2
E
depic
cts this tra
ansformation
n, with the
e shaded area
represen
nting the en
nergy includ
ded in an SEL
S
measurrement for tthe noise e
event, where
e the
threshold
d is set to approximately 60 dB. The
T darkly s haded vertical bar, whiich is 90 dB
B high
and just one second
d long (wide
e), contains exactly the same soun
nd energy ass the full eve
ent.
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Figure E.1-2

Sound
d Exposure Level
L

Source:
Prepared By:

HMMH
H, 2013.
HMMH
H, 2013.

Because
e the SEL is
s normalized
d to one sec
cond, its vallue will alwa
ays be large
er than the L
Lmax
for an ev
vent longer than one second
s
will. In this casse, the SEL
L is 90 dB a
and the Lm
max is
approxim
mately 85 dB. For mos
st aircraft ov
verflights, th
he SEL is n
normally approximatelyy 7 to
12 dB higher than Lmax. Bec
cause SEL considers d
duration, lo
onger expossure to relattively
slow, qu
uieter aircrafft, such as propeller models,
m
can yield the ssame or hig
gher SEL va
alues
than a sh
horter durattion exposurre to faster, louder airccraft, such as corporate
e jets.
Aircraft noise
n
models use SEL as the basis
s for compu
uting exposu
ure from mu
ultiple eventts, as
in compu
uting DNL.

E.7

Day--Night Av
verage So
ound Lev
vel (DNL)

FAA requires that airports
a
use a more com
mplex meassurement off noise expo
osure than e
either
a single, peak even
nt metric lik
ke Lmax or single eve
ent total noise energy metric like SEL.
Neither of
o these me
etrics would
d adequatelly characterrize cumula
ative noise e
exposure during
an AAD, thus requ
uiring develo
opment of the DNL n
noise metricc. Based o
on the follo
owing
considerrations, the EPA has id
dentified DN
NL as the m
most approp
priate mean
ns of evalu
uating
airport noise:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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d be applica
able to the e
evaluation o
of pervasive long-term n
noise
The measure should
in various
s defined arreas, under various con
nditions, ove
er long perio
ods.
The mea
asure should
d correlate well
w with kn
nown effectss of the noise environm
ment,
and on in
ndividuals an
nd the publiic.
The measure should
d be simple,, practical, a
and accuratte. In princiipal, it should be
useful forr planning as
a well as for enforceme
ent or monittoring purpo
oses.
The requ
uired measu
urement equ
uipment, wiith standard
d characteriistics, should be
commerc
cially availab
ble.
The measure should
d be closely related to e
existing metthods curren
ntly in use.
The single measure of noise att a given loccation shou
uld be predicctable, within an
acceptab
ble toleranc
ce, from kn
nowledge o
of the physsical eventss producing
g the
noise.
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7.

The measure should lend itself to small, simple monitors, which can be left
unattended in public areas for long periods.

The FAA and most other Federal agencies have formally adopted DNL when evaluating
effects (primarily community annoyance) from aircraft operations in or near an airport.
The DNL metric represents noise as it occurs over a 24-hour period, with one important
exception: DNL treats noise occurring at night differently from daytime noise. In
determining DNL, the metric assumes that the A-weighted levels occurring at night (defined
as 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) are 10 dB louder than they actually are. This 10 dB increase is
applied to account for the fact that there is a greater sensitivity to nighttime noise, and the
fact that events at night are often perceived to be more intrusive because nighttime ambient
noise is less than daytime ambient noise.
The manner by which these metrics build upon each other is illustrated in Figure E.1-3. A
single event, peak (Lmax or instantaneous) sound pressure level is transformed into a noise
exposure metric (SEL) that accounts for and allows comparison of the magnitude and
duration of the event by describing it in terms of energy over a constant duration (1 second).
Figure E.1-1 illustrates changes to A-weighted sound level occurring during a single aircraft
overflight event, repeated in the top frame of Figure E.1-3. The shaded area reflects the
noise dose that a listener receives during the one-minute period of the sample. The center
frame of Figure E.1-3 includes this one-minute sample within a full hour. The shaded area
represents the noise during that hour with sixteen (16) discrete noise events, each
producing a SEL. Similarly, the bottom frame includes the one-hour interval within a full 24
hours. Here, the shaded area represents the listener’s noise dose over a complete day.
Note that several overflights occur when the background noise drops some 10 dB, to
approximately 45 dB.
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Figure E.1-3

Daily Noise
N
Dose

Source:
Prepared By:

HMMH
H, 2013.
HMMH
H, 2013.

While DNL can be measured or estimate
ed, measure
ements are practical on
nly for obta
aining
DNL values for rela
atively limite
ed numbers
s of points, and, in the absence o
of a perman
nently
installed monitoring system, on
nly for relativ
vely short ti me periods. Most airport and airsspace
noise stu
udies are ba
ased on computer-gen
nerated DNL
L estimates, determine
ed by accou
unting
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for all of the SEL va
alues from in
ndividual ev
vents that co
omprise the
e total noise
e dose at a g
given
location. Compute
ed DNL values are offten depicte
ed in termss of equal--exposure n
noise
contours
s (much as topographic
c maps hav
ve contours delineating
g points of e
equal elevation),
or by co
olor-coded grid points representin
ng population centroid
ds, specific noise senssitive
sites (e.g
g., schools or places of
o worship),, or non-sp ecific but uniform cove
erage of a large
study are
ea. Figure E.1-4 depic
cts typical DNL values ffor a variety of noise en
nvironmentss.
Figure E.1-4

Examp
ples of Day-N
Night Averag
ge Sound Le
evels, DNL

Source:
Prepared By:

“Inform
mation on Lev
vels of Environ
nmental Noisse Requisite to
o Protect Pub
blic Health and
Welfarre With an Ad
dequate Margin of Safety,” P. 14..
EPA, March
M
1974.

E.8

The Effects of
o Aircraftt Noise o
on People
e

To residents around
d airports, aircraft
a
nois
se can be a
an annoyan
nce and a n
nuisance. Itt can
interfere with conversation and listening to
o television, disrupt classsroom activvities in sch
hools,
and disrupt sleep.
Relating
g these effects to sspecific no
oise metricss helps in
n the
understa
anding of ho
ow and why people reac
ct to their en
nvironment.

E.9

Spee
ech Interfference

A primarry effect of aircraft nois
se is its ten
ndency to d
drown out or "mask" sp
peech, makking it
difficult to
t carry on a normal conversation
c
n. The sou
und level off speech de
ecreases ass the
E-7
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distance
e between a talker and listener
l
incrreases. As the backgro
ound sound level increa
ases,
it becom
mes harder to
t hear speech. Figure
e E.1-5 pre
esents typica
al distancess between ttalker
and liste
ener for satisfactory ou
utdoor conv
versations, iin the prese
ence of diffferent stead
dy Aweighted
d background noise le
evels for ra
aised, norm
mal, and relaxed voice
e effort. Ass the
backgrou
und level in
ncreases, the talker must
m
raise h
his/her voicce, or the iindividuals must
move clo
oser for imp
proved intelliigibility.
Figure E.1-5

Outdo
oor Speech In
ntelligibility

Source:

“Inform
mation on Lev
vels of Environ
nmental Noisse Requisite to
o Protect Pub
blic Health and
Welfarre With an Ad
dequate Margin of Safety,” P. D-5..
EPA, March
M
1974.

Prepared By:

As indica
ated in the figure,
f
"satis
sfactory con
nversation" does not allways requirre hearing e
every
word; 95
5 percent in
ntelligibility is acceptable for manyy conversations. Listeners can in
nfer a
few unh
heard word
ds when th
hey occur in a fam iliar contexxt.
However, in rellaxed
conversa
ation, we ha
ave higher expectation
ns of hearing speech a
and generally require ccloser
to 100 percent
p
intelligibility. Any
A combina
ation of talkker-listener distances a
and backgrround
noise that falls below the botttom line in Figure E.1
1-5 (thus a
assuring 100
0% intelligib
bility)
represen
nts an idea
al environment for outtdoor speecch commun
nication and
d is consid
dered
necessa
ary for accep
ptable indoo
or conversattion as well..
One imp
plication off the relatio
onships in Figure E.1 -5 is that for typical communiccation
distance
es of 3 to 4 ft.
f (1 to 1.5 m), accepta
able outdoo
or conversattions can be
e carried on
n in a
normal voice
v
as lon
ng as the background
b
noise outd oors is lesss than abou
ut 65 dB. IIf the
noise ex
xceeds this level, as might
m
occurr when an aircraft passses overhe
ead, intelligibility
June 2013
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would be
b lost unlless vocal effort werre increase
ed or communication distance were
decrease
ed.
Indoors, typical disttances, voic
ce levels, and
a
intelligi bility expecctations gen
nerally requ
uire a
backgrou
und level le
ess than 45 dB. With windows pa
artly open, housing ge
enerally provvides
approxim
mately 10 to
o 15 dB of interior-to-ex
xterior noise
e level redu
uction. Thu
us, if the outtdoor
sound le
evel is 60 dB
B or less, the
ere a reasonable chancce that the resulting ind
door sound level
will afforrd acceptablle conversation. With windows
w
clo
osed, 24 dB
B of attenuattion is typica
al.

E.10

Slee
ep Interference

Researc
ch on sleep disruption from noise has led to widely varyying observvations. In part,
this is be
ecause (1) sleep can be
b disturbed
d without aw
wakening; (2
2) the deep
per the sleep the
more no
oise it takes to cause arousal;
a
and
d (3) the ten
ndency to a
awaken incrreases with age,
and othe
er factors. Figure
F
E.1-6
6 shows a re
ecent summ
mary of findin
ngs on the ttopic.
Figure E.1-6

Sleep Interference
e

Source:
Prepared By:

“Effectts of Aviation Noise on Aw
wakenings Fro
om Sleep,” P. 6.
Federa
al Interagency
y Committee on Aviation N
Noise (FICAN
N), June 1997.

Figure E.1-6
E
uses indoor SEL as the measure
m
off noise exp
posure as recent rese
earch
supports
s the use of
o this metriic in assessing sleep disruption. An indoor SEL of 80 dB
results in
n a maximum of 10% awakening.

E.11

Com
mmunity Annoyanc
A
ce

Numerou
us psychoacoustic surv
veys provide substantia
al evidence
e that individ
dual reactions to
noise va
ary widely fo
or a given no
oise exposu
ure level. H owever, ressearch has confirmed tthat a
commun
nity’s aggreg
gate respon
nse is gene
erally predicctable and relates rea
asonably we
ell to
E-9
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measure
es of cumulative noise
e exposure such as D
DNL. Figurre E.1-7 sh
hows the w
widely
recogniz
zed relations
ship betwee
en environm
mental noise
e and the pe
ercentage o
of people “h
highly
annoyed
d,” with annoyance being the key indicator off communitty response
e usually cited in
this body
y of researc
ch.
Based on
o data from
m 18 survey
ys conducted worldwide
e, the curve
e indicates that at leve
els as
low as DNL
D
55 dB,, something
g on the ord
der of 3 to 4 percent of people w
would be “h
highly
annoyed
d,” whereas
s this perc
centage of persons a
annoyed in
ncreases m
more rapidly as
exposure
e increases above DNL
L 65 dB.

Figure E.1-7

Percentage Of Peo
ople “Highly Annoyed”

Source:

“Federral Agency Re
eview of Sele
ected Airport N
Noise Analysiis Issues," Pp
p. 3-6, Applied
d
Using Data Provide
ed by USAF Armstrong
A
Lab
boratory.
FICAN
N, August 199
92.

Prepared By:

Separate
e work by the EPA has shown that ove
erall community reacttion to a n
noise
environm
ment is also
o dependen
nt on DNL, as depicted
d in Figure
e E.1-8. Le
evels have been
normaliz
zed to the same
s
set of exposure conditions to permit vvalid compa
arisons betw
ween
ambient noise environments. Data summ
marized in that figure suggest th
hat little rea
action
would be
b expected
d for intrus
sive noise levels 5 d
dB below a
ambient, wh
hile widesp
pread
complain
nts can be expected as
a intruding noise exce
eeds backg
ground leve
els by aboutt five
decibels. Vigorous action is likely when the background is excee
eded by 20 d
dB.
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Figure E.1-8

Comm
munity Reacttion as a Fun
nction Of Outtdoor DNL

Source:
Prepared By:

EPA, Office
O
of Nois
se Abatementt and Control, “Communityy Noise,” P. 63
3.
Wyle Laboratories,
L
December 19
971.

E.12

Nois
se/Land Use
U Comp
patibility Guidelin
nes

The FAA
A, other Federal age
encies, and several sstates have
e developed
d guideliness for
identifyin
ng land use compatibilitty – for morre noise-sen
nsitive land use, noise e
exposure sh
hould
be lowerr in order to
o achieve compatibility
c
y. Thus, D
DNL serves two princip
pal purpose
es for
aviation noise analy
ysis:



Provides
P
a basis for com
mparing exis
sting and future noise cconditions
Provides
P
a quantitative basis
b
for ide
entifying pottential noise
e impacts

Both of these func
ctions require the application of objective ccriteria for e
evaluating n
noise
impacts. Code of Federal
F
Regulations, Tittle 14, Part 150 provide
es the FAA's recommended
guideline
es for determ
mining noise/land use compatibilitty. Accordin
ng to these FAA guidellines,
all identified land us
ses – even those
t
that are more noiise sensitive
e – normallyy are compa
atible
with airc
craft noise at
a DNL leve
els below 65
6 dB. The
e significan
nce of this level is form
mally
supporte
ed in stand
dards adop
pted by th
he U. S. Department of Housing and U
Urban
Title 24, P
Development (HUD
D). Code off Federal Regulations,
R
Part 51 indiccates that a
areas
exposed
d to DNL lev
vels less tha
an or equal to 65 dB a re acceptab
ble for HUD
D funding. A
Areas
exposed
d to noise le
evels betwe
een DNL 65
5 dB and 75
5 dB are "no
ormally una
acceptable,"" and
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require special abatement measures and review. Those at DNL 75 dB and above are
"unacceptable" except under very limited circumstances.
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